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ASSOCIATION NEWS

TTIA  
Brian Beecroft

NATIONAL WAGE CASE DECISION
On 19 June, the Fair Work Commission 
(FWC) minimum wage panel announced the 
2020 annual wage review decision under the 
Fair Work Act 2009. The FWC has once 
again decided to apply a percentage 
increase to minimum rates of pay.

What are the MAIN Points? 
• The national minimum wage (NMW), 

based on the C14 classification in the 
Manufacturing and Associated Industries 
and Occupations Award 2010, will be 
adjusted to $753.80 per week, or $19.84 
per hour. The NMW is applicable to adult 
award/agreement free employees and is 
operative from the first full pay period on 
or after 1 July 2020. 

• Minimum wage rates in modern awards 
will be increased by 1.75% with weekly 
rates rounded to the nearest 10 cents, 
with proportionate increases in hourly 
rates of pay and annual salaries. The 
operative date for this increase varies 
depending on the award group. 

• The three award groups were assessed 
differently by the FWC as follows: 
1. Group 1 Awards: Operative date 1 July 

2020
2. Group 2 Awards: Operative 1 

November 2020
3. Group 3 Awards: Operative 1 February 

2021

NB: The majority of awards affecting the 

contain two special national minimum 
wages for award/agreement-free employees 
with a disability: 
• For employees with a disability whose 

productivity is not affected, a minimum 
wage of $753.80 per week or $19.84 per 
hour based on a 38-hour week. 

• Employees whose productivity is affected 
will be paid in accordance with an 
assessment under the supported wage 
system, subject to the minimum payment 
fixed under the Supported Wage System 
Schedule (SWSS). The FWC will 
announce the minimum weekly payment 
under the SWSS when the national 
minimum wage order is made. 

Transitional instruments 
The FWC has decided the rates in 
transitional instruments remaining in 
operation will be varied by 1.75%. 

Allowances
• In the modern award system, work-

related allowances are linked to a 
percentage of the standard rate as 
defined in the modern award. 
Accordingly, the increase to wage rates 
(including the standard rate in the award) 
will flow on to work-related allowances. 

• Modern awards provide that an increase 
to expense-related allowances must be 
considered at the time of an adjustment 
to the standard rate in the award. To 
determine the extent of any increase, the 
relevant adjustment factor is the 
percentage movement in the applicable 
index figure most recently published by 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics since 

timber and forest products industry are in 
Group 2, therefore employees covered by 
these awards are not due to receive a wage 
increase until 1 November 2020.

Modern award minimum wages for 
juniors and training employees 
• Under most modern awards junior 

employees receive a percentage of a 
relevant award rate of pay. As a 
consequence, these employees will also 
receive a proportion of the increase in 
minimum rates. 

• Employees to whom a training 
arrangement applies and who are 
covered by the National Training Wage 
Schedule (NTWS) within a modern award 
will have their rates adjusted by 1.75%.

Award/agreement-free juniors and 
trainees 
• Minimum wages for juniors who are 

award/agreement-free are to be based on 
the junior wage percentages in the 
Miscellaneous Award 2010 applied to the 
national minimum wage. 

• For trainees who are award/agreement-
free, the NTWS in the Miscellaneous 
Award 2010 as adjusted will apply for 
these employees. The apprentice 
provisions in that award and the 
provisions of the NTWS will be 
incorporated into the national minimum 
wage order. The order will also provide 
that adult apprentices should not receive 
less than the national minimum wage. 

Employees with a disability 
The national minimum wage order will 

Serving independent timber and 
hardware businesses by providing 
valuable back of house services.

National Support Centre

1800 888 479 (Option 1)

mgatma.com.au

Legal and HR

Member BenefitsTraining

Timber Advisory Service

Advocacy
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the allowance was last adjusted. The 
FWC will publish draft determinations 
concerning increases to expense-related 
allowances shortly. 

Casual loading for award/ agreement-free 
employees
The national minimum wage order will 
contain a casual loading of 25% for award/
agreement-free employees. 

TTIA Members will receive updated 
summary sheets for the relevant awards in 
due course. Should any Member require 
information on any other award not listed, 
please contact TTIA on (02) 9264 0011.

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY 
AMENDMENT (REVIEW) BILL 2020 
(NSW) 
There is no doubt that for some time trade 
unions have been pressing for a criminal 
offence of ‘industrial manslaughter’ to be 
inserted into all work health and safety 
legislation in Australia while at the same 
time opposing any more stringent duties and 
penalties for workers who breach safety 
requirements. The unions’ goal has been to 
expose employers or persons conducting a 
business or undertaking (PCBUs) and the 
most senior corporate offi cers to prosecution 
for industrial manslaughter where there is a 
workplace death or serious injury or illness 
or where a person has been exposed to the 
risk of death or serious injury or illness. The 
unions also want massive monetary 
penalties to apply to all personal and 
corporate offenders and 25-year gaol terms 
for the most senior corporate offi cers. 

The most recent review of the model 
(federal) Work Health and Safety Act, on 

which the NSW WHS Act is based, 
recommended that an industrial 
manslaughter offence be included in the 
legislation, despite having indicated 
specifi cally throughout the review that there 
would not be such a recommendation. 
Following that review, the Labor 
governments of Victoria, Queensland and 
Western Australia have legislated along 
these lines. 

What’s changed in the NSW Work Health 
and Safety Act 2011 (the Principal Act)?
The NSW Government has now passed the 
Work Health and Safety Amendment 
(Review) Bill 2020, (the Amendment Bill), 
but it has not included the industrial 
manslaughter offence. Rather, it amends the 
Principal Act by introducing a new fault 
element into the Category 1 offence in 
section 31. Category 1 offences are the most 
serious offences under the Principal Act. 

A Category 1 offence is currently
committed where a person (including a 
corporate legal person), who has a health 
and safety duty to an individual under the 
Principal Act:
• Without reasonable excuse 
• Engages in conduct that exposes that 

individual to a risk of death or serious 
injury or illness 

• And the person with the duty is reckless 
as to the risk to the individual of death or 
serious injury or illness. 

However, in addition to the recklessness 
offence (which is said to be very hard for the 
prosecution to prove) the Amendment Bill 
now also makes it an offence (carrying the 
same monetary and gaol term penalties) for 
the person (including a PCBU) with the 

health and safety duty to – with gross 
negligence – engage in conduct that 
exposes the individual to a risk of death or 
serious injury or illness.

“Gross negligence” is not defi ned in the 
Principal Act nor the Amendment Bill, 
however it is well known in criminal law as:  

“A conscious and voluntary act or 
omission performed without intent to cause 
death or grievous bodily harm but which 
involved such a great falling short of the 
standard of care which a reasonable person 
would have exercised and such a high risk 
that death or grievous bodily harm would 
follow that the act or omission merits 
criminal punishment” (Nydam v The Queen 
[1977] VR 430). 

It is anticipated that the gross negligence 
offence will be easier for the prosecutor to 
prove and, therefore, there are likely to be 
more prosecutions on this score. This is likely 
to be so notwithstanding the very signifi cant 
reduction in workplace fatalities over the last 
decade (down well over 50% nationally). 

However, the penalties in the NSW WHS 
legislation (the Principal Act as amended by 
the Amendment Bill) remain lower than in 
those States and Territories which have 
introduced industrial manslaughter offences. 

The revised penalties in the NSW 
legislation are as follows:  
• $346,500 and/or 5 years imprisonment 

(old penalty $300,000/5 years) for a 
person (other than an offi cer of a PCBU 
or an individual who is a PCBU)  

• $692,500 and/or 5 years imprisonment 
(old penalty $600,000/5 years) for a 
person who is an offi cer of a PCBU or 
who is a PCBU.  

• $3,463,000 (old penalty $3,000,000) for a 
body corporate.  

The Amendment Bill came into effect on 
10 June 2020. 

For those seeking assistance with regard 
to this matter, please contact Ken Hocking 
of our WH&S Unit on 0418 280 335.

MGA TMA 
Ann Sanfey

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS REFORM-
FIRST STEPS-GROW JOBS AND 
GROW THE ECONOMY
The need for industrial relations reform has 
never been greater and more necessary 
than now. The economy is at its lowest level 
in decades, and there is an urgent need to 
increase job availability for thousands of 
unemployed Australians. 

In order to help economic growth, one of 
the most important areas that needs 
attention is our industrial relations system. 
The Prime Minister, together with the 
Attorney General, has ordered the 
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establishment of working groups, consisting 
of employer and union representatives, to 
provide reform recommendations that the 
Government will consider, which will 
hopefully introduce measures to make our 
economic recovery swift and effective.

MGA TMA PARTICIPATION IN THE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IR 
REFORM WORKING GROUPS
MGA TMA as a member of COSBOA has 
been invited to join one of the five industrial 
relations reform groups, namely ‘Award 
simplification’. The Minister for Industrial 
Relations, Hon Christian Porter, will Chair all 
five working groups.

MGA TMA will have direct input into the 
other working groups comprising Casuals, 
EBAs, Greenfields and Compliance and 
Enforcement.

We are well aware of the complexities of 
the awards and the difficulties that members 
experience when applying the awards in 
their businesses. The groups will meet on a 
regular basis over the next three months 
until end of September and we will work 
with employee unions to hopefully achieve 
agreed changes to awards that will make the 
award process simpler for everyone.

The Government and MGA TMA have 
adopted the next stage as being one to 
Respond, Recover and Reform.

BEGINNING RECOVERY – STAY 
POSITIVE, WE WILL GET THERE!
Since early February, MGA TMA’s focus has 
been set on working towards recovery from 
the difficulties of this year. To that end we 
are heavily involved with many Federal and 
State Government Minister- and Small 
Business Commissioner-led task forces and 
business recovery groups.

During this time MGA TMA has been very 
active representing members in the many 
business recovery groups which have met 
and continue to meet on a weekly basis via 
video or tele-conference.

The next stage, the ‘Recovery Stage’, will 

focus on stimulating the reopening of 
businesses, businesses reengaging their 
employees, reinvigorating employment 
growth and driving economic growth. All of 
this combined with stimulating and 
reinvigorating the building, home renovation 
and DIY sectors.

WORKPLACE LAW
MGA TMA provides IR support services. 
Members have unlimited access to four 
dedicated IR Lawyers on hand to assist 
members with any workplace IR issues and 
matters. Members are strongly advised to 
contact MGA TMA for all their IR and 
employment law needs.

Unfair dismissals are on the rise, which 
leads to time-consuming and costly 
disputes. Members are encouraged to call 
MGA TMA for support, service and advice 
before dismissing staff.
    Want to know more about MGA TMA? 
Contact Ann Sanfey, National 
Membership Manager on ann.sanfey@
mga.asn.au or 0411 886 716.

TABMA  
David Little

Thanks to the Morrison government, most 
members report steady or even slightly 
improved trading vs last year for the quarter. 
Hardest hit are those exposed to the Project 
market, reflecting the loss of sales and the 
many cancelled existing contracts. Core 
Logic reports a 50% downturn in new home 
starts! Anecdotal reports of Project home 
sales suggest a significant pick up of sales 

in June, good news for 2021.
Also (probably) thanks to the Jobkeeper 

and Cashflow boost stimuli, our Credit 
Bureau shows no significant change in 
outstanding debtors, with 30 and 60 accounts 
still at 33%, vs last year at 31%. The fear 
here is that once wind-up protections are 
removed and the tax man in particular reverts 
to normal practice we will see a cascade.

Speaking to a few of the captains of our 
industry today though, it’s clear we are all 
waiting for life after Jobkeeper. Let’s hope 
the recently announced construction stimulus 
does what it is intended to do, though I’m 
sure my fellow contributors also wish the 
Government had followed the package we 
presented more closely. Time will tell!

WORKPLACE SAFETY
Traffic Management emerged as a major 
issue this month, as the directors of a 
business involved in a fatality were fined 
$3 million for their part in not ensuring the 
business had an effective plan. WorkSafe 
and Workcover have been targeting our 
industry recently, looking at Traffic 
Management plans and forklift licences in 
particular. Luckily, those inspected had 
recently been audited by TABMA.

Make sure your plan is current and best 
practice by contacting our WHS Manager 
Dean Wilson. This is a free service for 
members and, given the serious nature of 
the issue, we will provide this service free 
for anyone in the industry in July. 
Contact Dean on dean.w@tabma.com.au

Lastly the TABMA team wishes to throw 
our support behind the “Buy Australian” 
timber framing campaign launched this 
month. This is a critical industry not just for 
the Timber towns directly affected, but for our 
country as a whole. I think we’ve all had 
enough of Australian industries moved 
overseas; we can keep this one safe by 
supporting the locals. If Australian builders 
know what’s at stake here, they will support 
it. Educate your staff on the difference and 
have the conversation with your customers! 

Recovery will focus 
on stimulating 
businesses.

FIRST SUPER IS THE 
INDUSTRY SUPER FUND  
FOR TIMBER WORKERS 
PUTTING MEMBERS FIRST

1300 360 988 
www.firstsuper.com.au

First Super Pty Limited (ABN 42 053 498 472, AFSL 223988) as trustee of First Super (ABN 56 286 625 181). This information contains general advice which has been prepared 
without taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider whether the advice is appropriate to your personal circumstances and consult the 
Product Disclosure Statement www.firstsuper.com.au/pds before making any investment decision.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product 
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here. 

Starting the conversation
Bold shirts herald a mental health support program for tradies.

Mental health is often a way down the 
safety checklist for tradies. While most 

work sites do regular checks for proper PPE, 
it can be much harder to get mental health 
issues addressed in the workplace. Which is 
a shame, because issues like depression 
and anxiety are extremely common across 
every industry sector even in the best of 
times – which this year generally isn’t.

This Is A Conversation Starter (TIACS) 
grew out of TradeMutt, the social enterprise 
workwear company founded by Dan Allen 
and Ed Ross. Their bold and bright shirts 
carry the This Is A Conversation Starter 
Message on their backs and a portion of the 
profi ts from each shirt sale goes towards 
funding TIACS, which offers practical help for 
tradies struggling with their mental health.

Allen and Ross were inspired to act when 
a friend told them his story of reaching out 
to a stranger in the comments below a 
prominent mental health charity’s Facebook 
post. The young man had clearly been in 
distress and yet no one from that charity 

contacted him. Through a generous donation 
from Bretts Timber and Hardware, their mate 
Russ was able to put the young man in 
touch with a mental health professional and 
make sure he got the support he needed. 

The story resonated deeply with Allen. “In 
2016, I lost a close friend to suicide,” he says. 
“He was also named Dan and he was like a 
brother to me when I moved to Brisbane.”

Blindsided by the loss of his friend, and the 
deep impact it had on his friend’s family, 
Allen wanted to help both end the stigma 
around seeking help and make it easier to do 
so. “Our loud and vibrant shirts act as a 
catalyst to starting the conversation around 
mental health in men,” he says. “The courage 
us blokes pride ourselves on is the very thing 
required to address this silent killer.”

Allen and Ross are determined to do more 
than raise awareness. “TIACS Foundation 
facilitates access to mental health 
professionals, by removing the physical and 
fi nancial barriers to help,” says Ross. “We 
provide early intervention and mental health 

education, helping individuals to understand 
their own mental health and equipping them 
with the tools to practice mental wellness 
and be the best versions of themselves. We 
also make access to psychological therapy 
services as simple as pushing a button.”

Marc Ahmelman, CEO, TIACS Foundation, 
says, “There are many blue collar workers 
who don’t have the time, means or ability to 
access psychological services. TIACS 
handles calls from truckies who are working 
up to 80 hours a week. They can call us if 
they need to talk through issues. 

“If you need support, we’re a phone call or 
a text away – 0488 846 988 (9.30am to 5pm 
weekdays) – and will put you in touch with 
a mental health professional without charge. 
The support line is manned by professional 
volunteers. It’s early days and we’re building 
capacity to extend the hours we’re available. 
Quick chat or text – great; longer chat – cool; 
need a follow up? – no problem. We’re here 
for as long as you need support.”
For more, visit www.tiacs.org

i t i a u s t r a l i a . c o m . a u
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Tax toolbox
A new resource makes life easier for small businesses this tax 
year, including calculating changes for Covid responses.
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The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) has 
released a tax time toolkit designed to 

help small businesses and their tax advisers. 
The toolkit packages up a series of easy-to-
understand fact sheets on topics small 
businesses need to know this tax time, 
especially the tax implications of Covid-19.

ATO Assistant Commissioner Andrew 
Watson says, “As we all continue to navigate 
the Covid-19 pandemic, we appreciate it’s a 
tough time for many small businesses. 

“Our job is to continue to support 
businesses who need help with their tax 
and super obligations, in partnership with 
the tax profession. Many small businesses 
have had a really difficult few months, and 
we fully acknowledge this. From bushfires 
to floods to Covid, we know times are 
tough. Small businesses have a long to-do 
list, and tax obligations are just one of many 
items that need to be done.”

He adds: “We also know that many small 
businesses rely on and trust the advice of 
their tax professional. Whether you use a 
registered tax professional, or lodge your 

“It’s best to ask for 
help with your tax if 
you need it.”

In brief 

Victoria’s hardwood timber 
processors have joined forces to 

form the Victorian Hardwood Sawmillers 
Association to fight the state 
government’s decision to transition the 
industry away from native forest 
logging. The Gippsland Times reports 
the new association is concerned the 
decision will lead to huge job losses in 
the industry and lead to follow-on 
economic issues for the regional 
communities that depend on logging 
and milling. For the full story, visit 
www.gippslandtimes.com.au/
story/6810510/hardwood-timber-
processors-to-fight-government-
decision/ 

Still in Victoria, Bunnings announced at 
the start of July that it was pulling 

native timbers from the state-owned 
VicForests from its shelves nationally 
after the federal court ruled the timber 
was felled illegally. The court decision 
handed down in May ruled that 
VicForests had breached environmental 
laws by logging sections of the Central 
Highlands inhabited by the critically 
endangered Leadbeater’s possum. 
VicForests has appealed against the 
decision and called Bunnings’ decision 
“disingenuous”, pointing out that 
although the company is not a major 
customer, its sudden decision with 
immediate effect risked up to 170 jobs in 
an industry already hard hit by bushfires 
this year. For more, visit www.abc.net.
au/news/2020-07-01/bunnings-stops-
selling-victorian-native-
timber/12412328

Tumut- and Tumbarumba-based mills 
are racing to recover plantation 

pines killed and damaged in the 
summer bushfires before rot sets in. 
The ABC’s Landline program has 
followed workers racing to beat the 
deadline. With less than six months 
remaining to harvest the more than 
50,000 ha of softwood plantation burnt, 
it’s considered all but impossible for all 
usable logs to be harvested in time to 
make best use of the fibre, but that isn’t 
stopping the teams from trying. The 
story follows the difficult job, “hard on 
men and on machinery,” and 
investigates what the fires and Covid 
have meant for the region. It was 
broadcast in the 12 July edition of the 
program. For more, visit www.abc.net.
au/landline/ or catch up on iView

own tax return, we hope our toolkit will be 
helpful when the time is right to sit down 
and consider lodging your income tax return.”

The toolkit includes a set of fact sheets to 
help you understand a range of tax time 
topics, including:
• Home-based business expenses – if as a 

business owner, you’re claiming 
deductions for the costs of using your 
home as your main place of business.

• Pausing or permanently closing your 
business – if you’ve had to pause or 
permanently close your business due to 
Covid-19.

• Motor vehicle expenses – if you’re 
claiming a deduction for motor vehicle 
expenses for your business.

• Travel expenses – if you’re claiming a 
deduction for expenses you incur when 
travelling for your business.

• Using your company’s money or assets – 
if you’re a director or shareholder of a 
company that operates a small business, 
and you take money out of your company 
or use its assets.

“It’s best to ask for help with your tax if 
you need it. And it’s never too late to speak 
with us or a registered tax professional if 
you aren’t sure about something or need 
a helping hand,” Watson says.
The tax time 2020 toolkit for small 
business is available at ato.gov.au/
SBtaxtimetoolkit
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INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD

ALL NOW IN STOCK!

DISTRIBUTORS OF:
Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:
Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards, 
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

 Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
 Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
 Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
 Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
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AUGUST

FREE WOODSOLUTIONS 
WEBINARS
The series continues online, with previous 
webinars also archived for viewing. 
For details, visit www.woodsolutions.
com.au/events

2021

INTERNATIONAL MASS TIMBER 
CONFERENCE
Billed as the largest gathering of mass 
timber experts in the world, the event 
features over 70 speakers, 90 exhibitors 
and 1000 experts. Antony Wood, CEO of 
the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban 
Habitat will be among the speakers 
bringing their extensive real-world 
experience to the podium. Four tracks will 
run simultaneously: Reimagining Our 
Cities; Project Delivery With Mass Timber: 
New Product, New Process; Building 
Performance: Design & Implementation 
and Overcoming Barriers & Growing The 

UPCOMING EVENTS

Market, plus networking events. Held 30 
March to 1 April, 2021 at the Oregon 
Convention Center, Portland, Oregon, US. 
For more details and to register, visit 
www.masstimberconference.com

FRAME 2021
The renowned Timber Offsite Construction 
conference and exhibition will be held 

Monday and Tuesday 21–22 June, 2021 at 
the Crown Promenade Melbourne. 
Experts in the field will talk about 
advances in building design and 
construction through the lens of existing 
projects. 
Session details registration will be 
available in February 2021 from www.
timberoffsiteconstruction.com   
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New ITI partnership
Metsä Wood, Europe’s largest LVL producer, joins forces with ITI/John Cook & Sons.

Metsä Wood, a leading European 
producer of engineered wood products, 

has entered into a new strategic partnership 
with ITI/John Cook & Sons, which will see ITI 
and Cooks become the key distributor of 
Metsä Wood EWP in Australia. 

“Metsa is a perfect partner, one of the 
largest LVL producers in Europe with a high 
quality product and a long-term sustainable 
fibre supply,” says Germano Tomassetti, ITI’s 
national business manager.

As part of ITI’s growth drive through 
acquisition and product expansion, a national 
EWP offer has always been part of the 
company’s strategy. “The missing link was 
a strong partner with the capacity to allow 
our business to expand our EWP offer 
nationally,” Tomassetti says. 

“Until recently we had only distributed 
EWP in Victoria and South Australia for a 
number of years. Our previous supply of 
EWP limited our ability to go to the market 
on a national level. This relationship with 
Metsä changes that.”

Metsä Wood is part of Metsä Group, 
a forerunner in sustainable bioeconomy 
utilising renewable wood from sustainably 
managed northern forests. Metsä Group’s 
parent company, Metsäliitto Cooperative, 
is owned by approximately 103,000 Finnish 
forest owners. Metsä Wood’s products 
include Kerto LVL, plywood and other 

engineered wood products. It’s most 
famous as a high-quality LVL producer and 
today the production capacity of Kerto LVL 
exceeds 300,000 m3. Its sales in 2019 were 
400 million euros, and it employs 
approximately 1500 people.

ITI is the largest independent timber 
distributor in Australia and one of the largest 
in NZ. With an office in Indonesia and 
manufacturing in Chile, the timber group 
now has close to 500 staff worldwide and 

“The most critical 
reason for choosing 
a European partner 
was reliability of 
supply, Metsä has 
sustainable, long-term 
fibre supply and this 
gives us confidence 
to take our offer 
nationally.”

Above: PeOluptati custiat enienda consent, cum nus maios minullendam ipidus et abor aditate ctibus,

carries the most extensive product range in 
Australia. The group continues to drive for 
expansion and work with its independent 
customers to bring to them the highest 
quality products from around the globe. 

“The national EWP offer helps ITI 
complete its timber offer to the market and 
allows us to continue with our expansion 
plans to become a ‘one stop shop’ for our 
customers,” says Tomassetti. “This is a 
significant partnership between a resource-
based producer and Australia’s largest 
national timber distributor, one that will 
ensure a consistent supply of EWP into the 
Australian marketplace for years to come.”

WHY EUROPEAN?
ITI concentrates on quality and reliability in 
its partnership choices, with the latter a key 
force behind their decisions.

“There are a number of reasons for 
working with a European supplier and in 
particular Metsä,” Tomassetti says. “The first 
and most critical was reliability of supply, 
Metsä has sustainable, long-term fibre 
supply and this gives us confidence to take 
our offer nationally.”

It’s a timely move, with the withdrawal of 
Carter’s EWP from the Australian market 
recently announced, at the same time as 
HomeBuilder and other government-funded 
initiatives attempt to push up demand by 
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“Metsä allows us to introduce a new E14.5 LVL 
product in the traditional 45 and 63mm 
thicknesses that will substitute directly for E15.”

EGGER OS’Brace® with bracing solution from 2.2 kN/m (short wall) up to 6.0 kN/m.
Designed and manufactured for the Australian building industry in Europe. The 6 mm bracing 
panel is an engineered wood product, certified to meet the requirements of AS1684. Made from 
sustainable managed forests, the bracing panel offers excellent dimensional stability, plus long 
term performance. Available as Untreated or H2 Treated from your Timber or Trade Merchant.

Used by

A
u

s t r a l i a n B u i l d
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r s

Egger OS’Brace®

The Trusted Bracing Panel.

www.egger.com/osbrace

AD_bui_OSBrace_190x130mm_AU_en_2020_06_JOB18808.indd   1AD_bui_OSBrace_190x130mm_AU_en_2020_06_JOB18808.indd   1 30.06.20   09:3730.06.20   09:37

kick-starting the construction industry 
through the Covid period. 

“This partnership is well aligned with 
Metsä Wood’s growth strategy in Australia 
and its ongoing commitment here,” says 
Virva Juhola, SVP sales Metsä Wood. 
“Metsä Wood has been successfully 
supplying the Australian market for several 
years and this partnership will further 
enhance and enrich the Metsä Wood offer. 
We are proud of this partnership and looking 
forward to the future growth in the market.”

With EWP increasing their share of the 
construction market every year, more 
competition is welcome, particularly when it 
includes high-strength LVL products, which 
are increasingly being specifi ed by designers 
but previously in limited standard supply.

Tomassetti says, “Metsä has given us the 
ability to introduce a new E14.5 LVL product 
in the traditional 45 and 63mm thicknesses 
that will substitute directly for E15 in the 
same depth product.

”This new product is exclusive to ITI and 
provides us with a unique product offer. This 
higher strength rated product was not 
available from local manufacturers in the 
quantity we require and so Europe was our 
only option. Quality was another reason we 
wanted to work with Metsä – their product 
has a strong reputation in the market as a 

high-quality product and the Kerto brand is 
highly regarded in Europe.”

While no one is making predictions about 
the next few years with any certainty at the 
moment, it’s encouraging to see two major 
timber names come together. ITI and Cooks 
have been working on the partnership with 
Metsä for over 12 months. 

“Securing this supply agreement with 
Metsä has allowed us to build on the work 
done by our businesses in SA and Victoria 
and take EWP to all our customers on a 
national basis,” says Tomassetti. 

“We have quickly expanded our EWP 
team nationally, both in sales and technical 
fi elds, with fi ve new detailers already added 
to the team and more to come. 

“We have also introduced two new highly 
experienced senior people to the team in 
Qld and NSW in sales and management and 
invested in infrastructure, software and 

people to ensure our customers receive the 
high-quality service standards they have 
come to expect from us.” 

The fates have clearly smiled on the 
venture, with pandemic lockdowns and 
freight issues across much of Europe having 
almost no impact. 

Tomassetti says, “With some good 
planning and a little luck, we have been 
fortunate that our supply from Europe has 
not been greatly impacted on by Covid-19 
and so supplies of the current range of 
EWP are healthy.”

ITI promises more announcements in the 
coming months as it continues to work on 
further expansion of its nationwide EWP 
product offering. 

For more, visit https://itiaustralia.com.
au/, www.metsagroup.com and www.
metsawood.com
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Whenever you choose locally-made timber 
products, you’re supporting Australian jobs 
and helping the environment.

Our industry needs your help, make buying 
Australian-made timber a priority.

Supporting growth

PROUDLY
AUSTRALIAN

MADE

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news at 
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters 

Sydney central
Atlassian has released designs for the world’s tallest hybrid-timber tower.

Tech giant Atlassian has announced plans 
to start construction on the world’s 

tallest hybrid-timber tower, next to Sydney’s 
historic Central Station. 

At 180m, the building will anchor Tech 
Central, a technology hub the NSW 
government hopes will drive investment in 
the sector and attract a new generation of 
business to the city. The building alone is set 
to add more than $1 billion a year to the 
Australian economy.

Designed by New York-based architects 
SHoP and Australia’s BVN, the building 
features a glass and steel exoskeleton with 
integral solar panels, wrapped around mass 
timber interiors that will halve the embodied 
carbon in the structure.

Green terraces will form an important part 
of the building, helping with thermal 
regulation and air quality as well as providing 
a welcome burst of nature for workers, 
including fully outdoor spaces within the 
structure of the building. The glass has self-
shading qualities, which will help to reduce 
the impact of Sydney’s harsh summers.

The existing historic building on the site, 
The Parcels Shed, will be incorporated into 
the base of the new building, with its Youth 
Hostel facilities preserved. 

Atlassian co-founder Scott Farquhar says 
the project will help Australia to bounce back 
from Covid and position Sydney as a leading 

“Sydney has the 
potential to be one of 
the world’s leading 
technology cities.”

city for the tech sector. “Even with a highly 
distributed workforce, we’ll need a place to 
come together. Now we can design this 
space especially for these new ways of 
working,” Farquhar says.

“Sydney has the potential to be one of 
the world’s leading technology cities and the 
creation of a tech precinct sends a loud 
signal that we’re in the race to take a slice 
of the world’s most valuable market.” 

Above: Green spaces within the building help with temperature regulation and improve the health and wellbeing of workers.
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LMA Timber’s new showroom 
marks a new stage in the 
growth of recycled Australian 
product into New Zealand – 
and two men’s passion for 
great building products.

Martin Thompson loves good buildings 
and timber. Talk to him for more than 

fi ve minutes and you’ll hear about the 
history and future of housing and 
commercial building across New Zealand. 
Do it on Zoom and he’ll hold wood samples 
up to the camera, and apologise for the fact 
you can’t feel their weight and quality. So it 
makes perfect sense that he’s the man 
behind LMA Timber, a new-ish sustainable 
architectural timber fi rm distributing 
Kennedy’s Timbers in New Zealand. 

“I fi rst came across Michael Kennedy and 
his recycled product range in 2016,” says 
Thompson. “It was a complex set of events 
that led to us distributing it, but we’ve now 
spent two years going around the country 
showing the product. New Zealand is really 
big on being reclaimed, sustainable and 
green and this product represents a real 
point of difference to most available here, 
particularly with the cladding. 

“We use a lot of cedar pine and larch, but 
they require a lot of maintenance, which 
equals time and cost. Having something that 
tells a story and is re-purposed is fantastic 
and Kiwis are jumping on that bandwagon. 
The product speaks for itself: I give people a 
sample of the cladding and they can feel the 
quality straight away. And because it’s a 
similar price point to cedar and more durable 
(naturally 40-plus years), it’s a no-brainer. 
From the start we’ve had orders coming in 
and it’s really taking off now.”

This month, the company opens its main 
showroom/offi ce in Christchurch on New 

Zealand’s South Island. Thompson says, 
“The grand opening is on 5 August. The 
mayor of Christchurch and the mayor of 
Waimak, where I’m from, are coming to 
open it. I was trying to get Jacinda Ardern 
along, but, sadly, she’s busy with the Covid-
19 epidemic and upcoming election.”

GETTING THERE
Surprisingly, Thompson didn’t start his career 
in building or timber merchanting. “I come 

from a marketing and sales background, and 
had a range of careers both here and in the 
UK, where my wife is from, that stretch 
from working in TV to renovating houses to 
providing personal injury rehabilitation 
services throughout the UK,” he says. 

“When I came back to NZ in 2015, I was 
approached by a friend who had always 
wanted to start his own building company 
and wanted me to join him. I said, ‘I’m going 
to work with another building company for a 

Aussie recycled 
timbers in NZ
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LMA Timber supplied cladding in Smokey 
Grey Finish from Kennedy’s Timbers to 

give this new Castle Hill (Southern Alps) 
build a warmly aged fi nish.

year, learn about all the systems we’ll need, 
and then I’ll come and work for you.’“

Thompson was as good as his word and 
the company they formed committed itself 
to sustainable builds that delivered high-
performance, energy-effi cient results for the 
rugged Canterbury region and beyond. One 
of their early builds was his friend’s family 
home, which was featured on the New 
Zealand Grand Designs program in October 
2016. “As part of the materials search, we 

came across Kennedy’s Timber in Brisbane 
and utilised their reclaimed vertical shiplap 
cladding,” he says. “I was immediately 
impressed with the product.”

Thompson could see that there was a 
viable business opportunity in New Zealand 
to take this further and formed LMA Timber 
in May 2018 with another partner, who in 
October 2019 sold his share to the Caldwell 
Group, who own ITM Dyers Road – a major 
independent building merchant in the 

Thompson could see 
that there was an 
opportunity to take 
this further and 
formed LMA Timber.
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re-purposed timber. In Australia, you’ve got 
200,000 power poles a year being reclaimed 
and re-purposed, wharf beams, bridge 
beams, warehouses and other buildings… 

“And the timbers themselves have a 
different kind of hardness and durability that 
we can actually utilise to make the products 
low-maintenance and durable over here in 
New Zealand,” he adds.

The Kennedy’s Timbers range of products 
and associated services are also particularly 
attractive to the New Zealand market, which 
has a strong tradition of timber-framed 
building and architectural features. 

“The reclaimed hardwood cladding is the 
thing that launched us and is around 60% of 
what we do, but we also do a lot of 
architectural and construction work with the 
big beams and posts,” says Thompson. 
“Michael and his team offer custom 
fabrication, which is fantastic. Sawn 
hardwood flooring is also having a 
renaissance here and people are moving 
away from the tropical rainforest decking 
that is common in New Zealand, like Kwila, 
Garapa and Purpleheart, to something more 
certified like the Australian hardwoods. So 
it’s a real spectrum of products.” 

A steady steam of containers travels 
between Kennedy’s in Australia and LMA in 
Christchurch, carrying timbers that have 
been fabricated or milled to order, with pre-
oiling and staining services also offered. 

“Our building codes are different to 
Australia’s, so our shiplap profiles, for 
example, have to be done with weather 
grooves and other bits and pieces,” says 
Thompson. “We’ve specially designed our 
vertical, horizontal and bevel-backed cladding 
to meet NZ requirements.”

While most product is ordered in milled, 
there will always be situations involving 
rushed or special needs, so LMA also holds 
some feedstock that can be milled at a local 
timber yard if needs require.

Most of the market so far has been 
residential, but there is a drive into the 
commercial market underway.

“There are a lot of commercial 
developments going on throughout New 
Zealand and many core Government/Council 
projects such as the new Metro Sports 
Stadium in Christchurch,” Thompson says. 
“These developments complement what we 
can offer with councils particularly keen to 
use sustainable products that are not only 
low maintenance but cost competitive. We 
have a number of big project tenders we are 
working on at present and are quietly 
confident that our point of difference to 
what is usually available in New Zealand will 
put us in good stead to win these jobs and 
continue to grow the business. 

“I would love to carry more from NZ and 
if the opportunity comes, I will,” Thompson 

innovative products so they can start 
detailing them on their plans. Between the 
marketing we’ve put into LMA, and the 
interest driven through Build Smart and our 
relationship with ITM, the business has really 
began to grow and expand, which is great.”

WHY AUSTRALIAN HARDWOODS?
The obvious question is why import 
Australian hardwoods into leafy New 
Zealand? Thompson admits it sounds odd on 
the surface: “The truth is there really isn’t an 
abundance of reclaimed resource available 
here. We had a little bit of Rimu after the 
earthquakes, but there’s not a lot of 

Canterbury Region – and Christchurch’s VIP 
Frames & Trusses and VIP Structural Steel 
among their properties.

Over these two years, Thompson has 
been travelling around New Zealand 
educating architects, builders and potential 
clients about the benefits of building with 
Australian hardwoods. 

“It’s been a great way to meet people and 
tell them about what we can offer as well as 
learn the details of the market,” Thompson 
says. “During that time we’ve also been 
working with Damon Sayer of Build Smart, 
who educates architects and specifiers 
around New Zealand about new and 

Above: Spotted Gum and Ironbark beams and posts form the structural elements of this Christchurch build.

Above: Demolished Australian bridges, warehouses and more provide a great source of visually appealing 
structural hardwood timbers, such as these 11.8m Ironbark beams.

“People like the fact the timbers have a story 
even if it’s Australian. They enjoy the story of 
where it’s come from and knowing they’re doing 
something good for the planet.”
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Clockwise from top: Grey Ironbark decking has decades of natural durability; the new LMA Timber 
showroom under construction; cladding can be supplied oiled and dressed or left for customers to finish. 

adds, “but people like the fact the timbers 
have a story regardless of the fact it’s an 
Australian product. They enjoy the story of 
where it’s come from and knowing they’re 
doing something good for the planet.”

GROWING THE BUSINESS
Since February this year, LMA Timber has 
been a full-time job for Thompson. “We’ve 
reached a point where we’ve grown beyond 
our smaller contracts and that’s going to 
keep expanding,” he says.

In addition to their work with architects and 
specifiers, the team have spent the last eight 
to nine months focusing on Google adwords 
to get the product in front of the general 
public as well as going to home shows plus 
Facebook campaigns and Instagram. 

“And then the third thing we’ve done is 
target builders,” says Thompson, “because a 
lot of builders do a lot of design work. The 
ITM relationship has allowed us to open up 
a lot of other doors, it’s a fantastic fit for us.”

ITM has recently proposed LMA Timber 
as part of their tender for rebuilding the New 
Brighton Surf Lifesaving Club. It’s not a 
favour: the 40-year lifespan of the recycled 
product makes it an obvious choice in the 
seaside location and will lessen the ongoing 
costs of the building.

The inherent toughness of Australian 
hardwoods and their ability to withstand 
harsh conditions and still look good have 
been key points of difference in Thompson’s 
marketing strategies. 

“We do not get spoiled for choice in New 
Zealand, and a lot of the choices we do have 
are also very expensive,” he says. “The 
building market hasn’t had a timber product 
like this come out for a number of years. The 
last innovative things to come along were 
Abodo and Accoya. Yes, hardwood has been 
around for a long time, but it hasn’t been 
merchandised on a grand scale with a 
finished product like this. There’s a lot of 
excitement out there.”

Although LMA has already secured sales 
across the South and North Islands, 
Thompson is keeping the company’s 
distribution base in Christchurch for now and 
freighting out from there. Any small 
additional time is compensated for by the 
economies of scale in shipping whole 
containers from Australia. 

“It’s about NZ$6000 every time we bring 
in a container, and we can fit about 22-23 
tonnes in each container,” says Thompson. 
“So when you divide that out amongst the 
clients, it’s about 31c/kg. For six or seven 
big beams, that might add up to $150 in 
freight all up. That’s pretty good. A lot of 
products that come into NZ, including cedar, 
come from North America, so they’re 
travelling all the way from Canada and 
usually making multiple stops along the way. 

“We will be expanding across the country, 
once we have really strong systems in 
place,” Thompson adds. “I’m a big believer 
in making sure you can walk before you run, 
so I’m keeping a lid on things a bit at the 
moment, but there’s great potential through 
the exposure we’re getting. 

Although often thought of as a small 
market – New Zealand’s national population 
of some 4.9 million people is less than 
Sydney’s – the country’s love for timber and 
willingness to embrace quality products 
equal significant opportunities for companies 
that really invest their time there.

“It’s taken effort from us on both sides,” 
Thompson says. “Not only have we had to 

build the market here, Michael wasn’t going 
to give the New Zealand distribution to any 
Tom Dick or Harry. It took some time to 
work through the process issues for both of 
us because we had different approaches. 
But we both did that work and now there’s a 
lot of confidence and trust.

“Kennedys Timbers is really starting to 
see the fruits of these efforts and we have 
the potential to deliver as much business 
from New Zealand as is currently being 
produced in Australia.” 
For more information on the product 
range, visit www.lmatimber.co.nz. 
The showroom opens 5 August at 281 
Dyers Road, Bromley, Christchurch. 
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By concentrating on lifting equipment that keeps load movements and people down low, while 
still allowing high racking and loading, Combilift is driving safe workplaces internationally.
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or strict legal penalties – or just common 
sense in a country that already has enough 
things happy to kill you, a commitment to 
workplace safety has seen Combilift 
products embraced here. 

“From the start, we designed our lifts 
around being able to handle goods more 

safely,” McVicar says. “Particularly long loads 
of the type you fi nd in timber framing and 
engineered wood products.”

He and Moffett set out to solve what they 
saw as core problems in the industry, such as 
forklifts requiring large spaces in which to 
operate. By moving the centre of mass in 
their fi rst model, the C-Series, they made 
the units smaller and increased stability. They 
designed a multi-directional drive to travel 
smoothly sideways through narrow aisles, 
then change with the fl ick of a switch to 
forward motion with no need to turn. 
Not only did it make the vehicle more 
manoeuvrable, it removed one of the main 
risk factors: lifting long loads above vehicles 
or work stations in choke points. Now loads 
could be kept low to the ground and moved 
sideways instead. A low platform where the 
load weight can rest gave further stability and 
also reduced wear on the mast and forks.

So successful was this new style of lift 
that it’s still in production today, with 
capacities from 2.5 to 25 tonnes and lift 
heights up to 12m.

“Part of its success in the Australian 
market has been the fact it lets people 
move materials more effi ciently, which 
results in a lot of space saving,” says 
McVicar, “but for a lot of our clients they’re 
also buying on the value we bring when it 
comes to safely handling long goods.”

Both were key concerns for the Gubbins-
Pulbrook Mitre 10 team when they bought 
their fi rst Combilift, says MD Steve Pulbrook: 
“We now own a C-Series and two Combi-
CBs and have another one leased. Our timber 
yards have been designed around their use.”

Gubbins-Pulbrook operates four sites in 
the NSW Southern Highlands, two at 
Mittagong, one at Bowral and one big one at 
Moss Vale, which incorporates a frame and 
truss plant. “Initially it was economics that 
made us look towards Combilift products,” 
says Pulbrook. “The cost of land here is 
high, so when we researched these lifts we 
realised we could get racks at 4m spacings 
instead of 6m or 7m. That means we can 
put a lot more on a smaller space. And that 
has a lot of economic benefi ts. For a start, 
we don’t have to buy the land and concrete 
over such a big area, but also the smaller a 
site, the easier it is to have your staff 
working effi ciently and you know where 
they are and what they’re doing.”

They designed the racking system at their 
Mittagong and Bowral stores around the 
lifts’ capabilities. “Our fi rst was a C-Series, 
and then we added the fi rst Combi-CB, 
which seems to be the perfect fi t for us,” 
Pulbrook says. “It’s multidirectional and 
designed for lighter palletised loads and long 
loads, which is most of our business. We 
were able to tailor our orders with forks that 
go out a little bit further, so it’s even safer 

Martin McVicar has travelled to work 
sites around the world since he and 

fellow engineer Robert Moffett founded 
Ireland-based Combilift in 1998. “People 
everywhere talk about safety in their 
processes,” he says, “but from what I have 
seen, safety is genuinely at the top of 
everyone’s agenda in Australia.”
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to use with long loads, which are what 
we’re carrying most of the time. We knew 
that it was safer for people, because you’re 
not carrying loads over them, and the 
operator visibility is excellent, but we found 
it’s also safer for the product: it doesn’t get 
chipped or flex and bend or break.”

Gubbins-Pulbrook Mitre 10 is set to buy 
yet another Combilift as part of the redesign 
of their Moss Vale operation. “Our whole 
system is designed around using these 
forklifts,” Pulbrook says.

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE
Chris Littlewood, Combilift country manager 
Australia, says operator, site and product 
safety concerns are at the heart of the 
inquiries he takes. “We have people ring up 
who’ve heard about one of our models or 
seen us at a trade event, and I tell them, 
‘Let’s establish what you do, to see what’s 
right for you,’” he says.

That process involves a site visit that will 
investigate everything from what’s being 
lifted, to the climate, the site itself and its 
personnel and work flows. 

“When it comes to forklifts, the call often 
comes because they like the safety features 
that are core to our trucks, but as we 
discuss their business, we find additional 
ways to help them,” says Littlewood. 

“Some 90% of the 7000 vehicles we 
manufacture each year are customised in 
one way or another, so that might mean 
longer forks for handling long packages of 
timber, as for Steve Pulbrook. Or it might 
mean you want a fully enclosed cabin 
because you’re on the South Coast and it 
rains a lot. In Queensland, you’ll want air 
conditioning. When it comes to your tyres, 
we can provide options to safely manage 
various conditions, including mud and snow. 
We can add proximity sensors, or specialty 
equipment for specific loads…”

Quite often, Littlewood finds himself 
recommending a different machine to the 
one the customer likes. “Our Combi-CB is 
a brilliant workhorse truck and people often 
enquire about it, but there’s a big difference 
between doing a few lifts an hour and 
continuous use for 10-hours straight,” he 
says. “I’ve told some people the CB is 
overkill for their business and recommended 
a pedestrian unit instead. We’d rather do 
that and have the customer be happy, with 
something that suits the size of their loads, 
than make the bigger sale.”

The pedestrian range includes 1- to 
16-tonne capacity counterbalanced stackers, 
reach stackers and pallet trucks, all with a 
patented multi-position tiller that lets the 
operator position themselves at the side of 
the vehicle while it’s in use, keeping out of 
the crush zone between machine and 
racking, as well as maintaining excellent P
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The Container Slip-Sheet can load a full 40-foot 
container in just six minutes, and lets loads be 

fully prepped before the container arrives.

This image and previous spread: 
A Combi-CB at Gubbins-Pulbrook 
Mitre 10: it manoeuvres pallets and 
long timber lengths with ease.
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goods in containers. “It’s particularly useful 
with the sort of long packs of EWP timbers 
that are common these days,” says McVicar. 
“You might need two regular forklift trucks 
to attempt to load a container with this sort 
of product, it takes 20 minutes-plus and 
there’s a lot of potential for danger in that 
manoeuvre. Alternatively, the CSS lets you 
prepare the full load on the bed and then in 
six minutes you can load it into a container. 
For importers, it’s more efficient to de-stuff 
containers at their location, and there’s also 
less risk of product damage. While for 
Australian producers, inter- or intra-state 
container shipping offers many advantages 
once you have the infrastructure in place.”

Safety is far more than a selling point for 
Combilift. For its 20th birthday, the company 
built a new 46,500m2 manufacturing facility 
in Monaghan, Ireland, which included a full 
traffic audit and barriers around walkways.

“We invest 7% of our annual revenue into 
R&D,” McVicar says, “And a lot of that is 
focused around developing products that 
can handle goods more safely. It’s not just 
us thinking ‘This is what our next product 
should look like’, it’s a collaboration with our 
clients and customers, because we share 
that key goal for our workplaces.” 
For more, see www. combilift.com/au/

More than just removing a working at 
height risk, loading at ground level involves 
fewer lifts overall, so the risk of damage to 
finished items, particularly frames and 
trusses, reduces dramatically. “And they can  
be stored at ground level until the project 
needs the goods,” McVicar adds. 

”They’re not tying up trailers that are 
needed elsewhere, you can have the project 
packed and ready to go and then the 
transport comes in and picks it up when the 
customer’s ready to take it. You require fewer 
trailers, or can use them for more deliveries, 
and the time for loading is reduced from 2-3 
hours down to 10-15 minutes.”

In a similar vein, the recent Combilift Slip-
Sheet is designed to load and unload long 

visibility of the forks. Able to work in aisle 
widths of just 2.1m, it’s particularly helpful 
for order picking in busy warehouses.

Littlewood adds, “Other times, we’ll go to 
a site and their biggest concern is loading 
and unloading trucks. So we’ve said, ‘What 
about a straddle carrier?’ and that’s not only 
solved their loading issues, it’s let them 
change their whole loading philosophy.”

The Combilift Straddle Carrier has been in 
production for over 10 years and is designed 
to remove the need to load trailers at height. 
With a 20-100 tonne lift capacity and ability to 
lift containers, flat racks and proprietary 
racking systems such as Roadpods, the 
Straddle Carrier allows loads to be fully 
packed and strapped at ground level and then 
lifted into place, with final retaining measures 
managed by a walk around the truck.

“Traditionally, these sorts of truck loads 
were prepared at trailer height with people 
guiding and fixing loads on top of the trailer,” 
says McVicar, “Or you might have four 
regular forklift trucks if you’re staging the 
full load at ground level and then lifting it 
up to allow a trailer to reverse underneath. 
Instead, the Straddle Carrier does the full 
load in one lift and sets it onto the trailer 
without the need for anyone to be on top of 
the trailer or in the vicinity.”

“We’ve suggested a 
straddle carrier, and 
that’s not only solved 
their issues, it’s 
changed their whole 
loading philosophy.”

combili�.com 
1300 552 422 

 |  |  | Safer Product Handling

Contact us today to schedule and on site or virtual site survey.

Op�mised Produc�on Space Improved Storage Capacity Enhance Pro ts
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WATT ABOUT 
THE WORKPLACE

Some jurisdictions specify that if an 
employee is required to use hearing 
protection as part of their job, their hearing 
should be tested on recruitment, and then 
periodically thereafter.

CONDUCT REFERENCE AND 
BACKGROUND CHECKS
These are important and should not be 
overlooked. Speaking to a former employer 
can tell you a lot about a candidate, 
particularly if you read between the lines.

Ask the candidate to give you the names 
and contact details of referees, ideally two 
or three. Bear in mind that some people 
have a policy of not giving references, and 
the candidate should only have given you 
the names of people willing to speak to you.

Contact the referees and ask them about 
aspects of the candidate’s likely 
performance in the role you want to fi ll, 
based on the previous employer’s 
experience with the employee. For example, 
if you are trying to fi ll a customer service 
role, you might ask a referee how well the 
candidate got on with customers. You can 
also ask if the candidate was punctual, well 
groomed and courteous.

You can check with previous employers 
(even those that are not offered as referees) 
that the candidate actually worked for the 
employer for the stated time. It is advisable 
to check any claimed qualifi cations with the 

It’s worth starting off a new employment 
relationship with all your i’s dotted and t’s 

crossed. That way, if things start to go awry, 
you’ve done the groundwork to protect the 
business from the consequences of various 
claims. Thinking through the process and 
documenting your decision making is a good 
basis for considered action.

WHAT TYPE OF WORK REALLY 
NEEDS TO BE DONE?
The best time to consider whether a 
restructure of the work is warranted is prior 
to recruiting another employee. You may 
wish to consider alternatives to appointing 
another employee, for example:
• Transferring or promoting another staff 

member;
• Changing the other employees’ jobs to 

incorporate the tasks from this position; or 
• Offering overtime to existing employees.
You’ll also need to decide whether the job is 
to be full time, part time, or casual. Please 
bear in mind recent case law regarding 
casuals who work regular and systematic 
hours on a prolonged basis – failing to review 
these arrangements could result in a court 
order to pay the employee entitlements under 
the National Employment Standards. It’s also 
worth revisiting the May 2020 changes to the 
Timber Industry Award 2010 allowing casuals 
to request conversion after 12 months.

If you decide to go ahead with hiring, then 
attention to detail in the following will help:

ADVERTISE THE POSITION
When you are writing the advertisement, 
you will need to be specifi c about the key 
selection criteria, the key skills and 
attributes. For example, if you need a 
Leading Hand who is capable of supervising 
a team of assemblers, specify this in the 
job advertisement.

INTERVIEW SUITABLE 
APPLICANTS
Decide how much time you will need for 
each interview and schedule interviews 

Managing the risk of a new employee starts with an 
effective recruitment process

when you know you will have enough time 
to interview each candidate properly.

In order to ensure a fair process, ask each 
employee the same, or similar, questions. 
All questions should relate to job 
requirements. Check the table below to 
avoid phrasing that may be discriminatory.

CONDUCT SELECTION TESTS IF 
APPROPRIATE
You may wish to test a candidate’s written or 
computer skills, or you may wish to see the 
candidate perform a relevant task, such as 
driving a forklift. The task needs to be directly 
relevant to the work the candidate may be 
asked to perform, to avoid any possibility 
that selection tests could discriminate 
unlawfully. If you require someone to work 
for longer than it would reasonably take to 
demonstrate some simple tasks, you will 
need to pay them for their time.

PRE-EMPLOYMENT MEDICALS
Pre-employment medical assessments can 
be a useful recruitment tool and can provide 
you with baseline information about 
employees. However, refusing to employ 
someone on the basis of a medical review 
can be tricky, and potential options need to 
be carefully assessed. Pre-employment drug 
and alcohol screening can also be a useful 
tool provided it is conducted in accordance 
with your clearly documented policy.
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New staff 

Please don’t ask these potentially 
discriminatory questions

Instead ask this

Have you ever made a worker’s 
compensation claim? Have you ever 
been injured before?

Here’s a written description of the tasks required in 
the job. Is there any reason you’re aware of that 
may prevent you from meeting the physical and 
mental demands of this role?
Note depending on the answer, you would still be 
required to assess whether the person could 
perform the role with reasonable adjustments

How old are your children? Who 
looks after your children while 
you’re at work? Are you planning to 
start a family?

Do you have any personal responsibilities that may 
prevent you from (insert job related requirement, 
e.g. starting work at 6am, working weekend 
overtime regularly)
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WATT ABOUT THE WORKPLACE

Emma Watt is an independent industrial relations consultant who has, for more than 20 years, provided advice and 
assistance to employers in the timber industry. She has also worked as an unfair dismissal conciliator with the Fair Work 
Commission. Emma is very keen to ensure that employers know their rights and obligations, so they can sleep well at night!
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Coming up in

• Treatment technologies for indoor 

and outdoor timbers.

• Identifying and defeating common  

timber pests and rots.

Coming up in the September 
2020 issue of TimberTrader 
News, a special feature on:

Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services 
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au  
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Friday 7 August, 2020.

issuing authority. You would be asking 
whether the certifi cate is genuine – a 
scanner and a colour printer can produce a 
remarkably convincing qualifi cation. 

You should also check that the candidate 
has the right to work in Australia – to this 
end you are entitled to request a copy of the 
candidate’s Australian birth certifi cate or 
certifi cate of naturalisation, or evidence of 
the candidate’s authority to work in 
Australia. You can check an employee’s right 
to work at www.immi.gov.au. Failure to 
undertake these checks could expose you to 
prosecution.

OFFER THE POSITION TO THE 
PREFERRED CANDIDATE
The initial offer of employment can be 
verbal, but defi nitely follow it up with a 
written offer, including an explanation of 
terms and conditions of employment. If 
the position is covered by an award or 
enterprise agreement, then the offer of 
employment must be consistent with the 
terms of that document. Be aware that if 
you operate in the federal industrial relations 
system, you cannot make the offer of 
employment subject to the candidate 
making an Individual Flexibility Arrangement 
under an award or agreement.

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON THE 2020 
MINIMUM WAGE INCREASES
On 19 June 2020, the Fair Work Commission 

decided to increase minimum wages in 
modern awards by 1.75%. While usually 
increases in minimum rates are operative 
from 1 July each year, many of these 
increases have been delayed because of the 
economic impact of Covid-19. 

Minimum rates for employees engaged to 
perform work covered by the following 
awards will increase from the fi rst pay period 
commencing on or after 1 November 2020:
• Timber Industry Award 2010
• Clerks Private Sector Award 2010
• Road Transport and Distribution Award 2010

TIMBER 
TREATMENT

Minimum rates for employees engaged to 
perform work covered by the General Retail 
Industry Award 2010 will not increase until 
the fi rst pay period commencing on or after 
1 February 2021.

This information is relevant for all national 
system employers in Australia. Sole traders 
and partnerships in Western Australia remain 
covered by the State industrial relations 
system. Wage rates in the WA state system 
will increase by 1.75% on 1 January 2021. 
Visit www.wairc.gov.au for more 
information. 
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High-vis is the dominant fashion trend in 
the sea of faces looking out from the 

web page. Over 200 members of the 
Australian timber industry so far have signed 
on to the Buy Aussie Timber First campaign, 
launched in June by AFPA and six of 
Australia’s biggest suppliers. Each signatory 
comes with a name, an industry job and a 
reason for why they are giving their support.

It’s a timely action. With uncertainty 
around international freight timing and costs 
and an Australian dollar that’s moved US12c 
(both down and partly back up) in the past 

six months (with the drops starting well 
before Covid-19 hit internationally), simple 
logistics suggest that a focus on local supply 
where possible is a practical position. 

While no one is pretending the industry 
doesn’t also need importers, the call is for 
merchants, fabricators and builders to look 
at their suppliers and, other things being 
equal, favour the local product in a bid to 
hold onto Australian jobs and manufacture.

The first six signatories were the CEOs 
and MDs of some of the biggest suppliers in 
the business: Shane Vicary from AKD, 

AUTOBUILD NEWS

As the recession starts to bite and Covid plays havoc with both freight and the Aussie dollar, 
a campaign to Buy Australian Timber First hopes to save local jobs throughout the sector.

Stephen Dadd from Boral; Jon Kleinschmidt 
from Hyne Timber, Linda Sewell from One 
Forty One, Ian Tyson from Timberlink and 
Patrick Warrand from Wespine. They’ve been 
joined by a range of voices from industry 
associations and groups to business owners 
and workers, all conscious that when it 
comes to keeping Australian timber and 
construction jobs going, it’s up to all of us. 

We spoke with some of the people 
supporting the campaign, why they are 
happy to throw their weight behind it and 
what they hope to achieve.

Above: Hundreds of industry voices have thrown their support and their stories behind a campaign for local timber supply.

Focus on local
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INDUSTRY BACKING
David Little, CEO of TABMA, isn’t mincing 
words. “In other fields, we’ve lost entire 
manufacturing industries to overseas 
because we couldn’t compete, we weren’t 
cost effective,” he says. 
“But in the timber industry, Australian 
manufacture is just as good as anywhere 
else. In fact, we’re sometimes world-
leading, and it’s just as cost-effective. We’ve 
got world-class mills here. I’ve just been 
talking with Hyne – they’re producing world-
class products and we must support that.”

Little has been getting the word out to his 
merchant members in a bid to spread it 
further through the builders they supply to. 
“For the general builder, it’s in their DNA to 
buy locally and buy Australian,” says Little. 
“That’s why Bunnings has had such a hard 
time getting into the trade sector, because 
it’s not in the nature of your classic Aussie 
builder to trade with a big corporation.”

Brett Martin, trade operations manager – 
Independent Hardware Group (IHG), agrees: 
“Aussie-sourced timber is generally what our 
network of trade stores prefer, as do their 
customers. Generally, builders know the 
product, know the best way to use it and 
understand its capabilities, more so than 
imported products. They know the strong 
brands of Australian timber companies and 
seek out that ‘local’ content, knowing it’s 
responsibly sourced and produced.”

IHG is Australia’s largest timber wholesaler 
to the independent trade outlet market. 
Martin, who has decades of experience in the 
industry and works closely with Mitre 10 and 
other IHG store owners around the country, 
adds, “While there’s definitely a balancing act P
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Above: Timber is a backbone of Australian construction and represents thousands of jobs, from Mitre 10 Trade Centres like this to fabricators and millers.

“In the timber industry, Australian manufacture 
is just as good and cost-effective as anywhere 
else. In fact, we’re sometimes world leading.”

for us between local and international supply, 
our members absolutely focus on securing 
Australian production as our primary source to 
supply the housing and construction market.”

Geoff Harris, IHG’s general manager 
merchandise has spent many years working 
in both local and international timber supply. 
“The Australian timber industry is critical to 
the viability of the total building industry 
supply chain,” Harris says. 

“For us, locally supplied product provides 
added benefits for our members such as 
shorter lead times, cost stability and fit-for 
purpose use with in-market product 
technical support. We and our members 
have really close connections to local 
suppliers and we’re seeing mutually 
beneficial outcomes for both stores and 
suppliers as we work together to ensure we 
meet our builders current and future 
demand for timber products.”

Harris points out that the jobs arising from 
increased local supply stretch well beyond 
the timber industry into all parts of 
construction, hardware supply and general 
service requirements. “A lot of that 
employment is based across regional 
Australia, which is very important,” he says

Little has found that one of the few 
upsides to come out of the pandemic and its 
associated problems has been an increased 

support for Australian manufacturing. 
“There’s a real hunger and energy out there 
in the country at the moment to buy 
Australian,” he says. “I think this campaign 
will resonate with everyone. And the thing I 
personally like the most is to see the CEOs 
of all these organisations working 
collaboratively for the benefit of the whole 
industry. Timber has previously struggled 
against the highly organised steel sector, so 
lots of us looked at that and felt uplifted.”

FABRICATOR FRIENDLY
Based in St Marys, Western Sydney, MCM 
Frame & Truss has been delivering high-
quality products across the Greater Sydney 
region for 25 years. Owner Mark Hull has 
long been a keen advocate for the industry 
and first heard about this campaign from 
FTMA’s Kersten Gentle.

“We’ve been a supporter of Australian-
grown for many years,” Hull says. “So I said 
to Kersten, ‘We won’t be changing’ and she 
looked at me in surprise, but I told her 
‘We’re already there. That’s what we do!’”

MCM uses a wide range of light timber 
and engineered products in its range, which 
encompasses floor panels and cassettes as 
well as standard frames and trusses.

“Our philosophy has always been to buy 
home grown,” Hull says. “It’s not 
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patriotism, it’s because overall the product is 
made for our conditions, so it performs 
better. And then on top of that we have the 
added benefits of easy, reliable supply and 
supporting jobs and the community.”

Hull compares the zero issues he’s had 
with his supply throughout Covid with those 
of his colleagues. One engineered timber 
supplier he knows has had an imported 
delivery pushed out from June to August. 

“We buy a lot of our engineered product 
in from Hyne and Wesbeam, who both 
manufacture in Australia, and their 
engineered product has been super reliable 
with no issues,” says Hull. “In fact, if we’re 
going to compare them to the imported 
product, you’d have to say they’re better. 

“That goes beyond just the product itself. 
We get support from these businesses in 
terms of stats on sales in quotes and 
directions, as well as great service. 

Wesbeam in particular keep coming up with 
new products and new ways of using them.“

This understanding of the local market’s 
needs is an additional benefit of using local 
supply that Hull appreciates, though he’s a 
pragmatist. “I can’t say we haven’t used 
imports over the years, we have from time 
to time, especially when the industry is in a 
massive growth phase and the local supply 
just can’t keep up with demand. We need to 
keep the builds going. 

“The fact is right now, we don’t need a lot 
of imports, and that’s why this campaign is a 
good thing. Down the track, there’ll be 
another boom and that will change. It’s a bit 
of a double-edged sword for the importers – 
we only want them when we need them – 
but they make good money when we’ve got 
a lot of building on here.”

For all that Hull will happily talk about the 
wider benefits of timber at length, his real 
focus, rightly, is on his business and staff. 
“I’m all about doing the things that deliver 
a great end product, because that means I 
get more jobs,” Hull says. “Not only does 
local supply help me do that, it helps me do 
it easily. I sometimes go to other suppliers to 
get a pack here or there and they have real 
issues with the dollar fluctuating. It would be 
a nightmare if I had to sit down every month 
when planning our monthly stock and 
volume and add worries about what’s going 
on with the dollar and all the ships and arrival 
times: I don’t have to deal with any of that.”

STEADFAST SUPPLY
The team at Footers Structural Timber have 
also built the majority of their business 
around local supply. The third-generation 
family business in SA sells roof and floor 
trusses, as well as timber for the local 
building market. “We’re 99.9 per cent 
residential construction, so most of our work 
is at that end of the market,” says Nick 
White, general manager of operations.

“Buying Australian is our default. Some of 
that is a sense of whatever country you’re 

in, you’ve got to support the work and jobs 
in that country, but there are also practical 
reasons backing that up.”

The software for Footers’ trusses is set up 
for Australian product, which suits the at 
times dramatic SA climate. The majority of 
structural timbers for their truss plant are 
bought in from OneFortyOne, TimberLink 
and AKD – some via a wholesaler.

“OneFortyOne is physically quite close to 
us,” says White. “Most of their timbers come 
through Mt Gambier and that’s not just 
Australian-made, it’s South Australian-made! 
If you’re going to support your country, you 
might as well support your state. 

“And of course, the closer the mill is, the 
better for everybody because of the freight 
component. Timberlink has a mill there, too. 
So it’s lower freight costs and carbon costs, 
and you don’t need to worry about border 
closures. That said, so far, we’ve found 
freight during Covid has been very smooth. 
Even goods coming out of Victoria and 
NSW have been fine, though time will tell 
whether stronger restrictions change that.”

Footers also buys in LVL from Wesbeam for 
their truss line, and, for the timber sales side 
of the business, glulam from Vicbeam and 
Warrnambool Timber Industries, “and some 
Hyne beams through Wesbeam,” White adds.

“The quality of the product is right up 
there, but what makes the biggest difference 
is the depth of their understanding of the 
local market. I had an enquiry from a builder 
recently about the use of LVL in bushfire 
zones. They’re doing a rebuild job after the 
fires. I emailed the supplier here and they 
got back to me straight away with all the 
information, which I could send directly on 
to my builder. That was brilliant.”

The product range on the timber sales 
side includes some imported product to 
meet the desires of local builders. Even 
there, Footers has looked for a relationship 
that has benefits for the wider Australian 
market. “We buy imported product from 
Stora Enzo: they’ve proved to us that they’re 
here to stay and are interested in this market 
long term,” says White. 

White contrasts this with international 
companies that have come into the 
Australian market when the AUD and 
demand are high and then pulled out at the 
first hint of an economic downturn.

He says, “We like to build a strong 
relationship with our suppliers so that when 
things get busy, we can count on that to 
guarantee supply and then when things are 
quiet, we can often get better deals. We 
want to be a customer of choice for our 
suppliers in the same way we’re a supplier 
of choice to our builders. 

“Does that work for us all the time? It’s 
hard to tell. You don’t know what supply you 
haven’t got. We do know there have been 

Above: Geoff Harris, IHG’s general manager 
merchandise, strongly supports regional jobs.

Above: The team from MCM Frame & Truss, who have been focused on buying local for years. P
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times of limited fibre supply in recent years. 
We’ve seen fabricators who’ve had to 
reduce their working hours because of 
supply issues, but we’ve never had that 
issue. Maybe that says we’re doing the right 
thing and our suppliers want to deal with us 
when demand gets hard because there’s a 
long relationship there where we’ve done 
the right thing by each other.”

Brett Martin adds that even for fabricators 
operating on a smaller scale, the benefits of 
local supply show quickly. “Through our IHG 
network, we hold a strong footprint in the 
local F&T market with over 30 plant 
operations linked to the IHG network. Their 
primary source of supply is Australian 
production, and using their collective 
volumes, we have the ability to secure the 
appropriate stock demand at a competitive 
rate to keep costs manageable within their 
business. The close relationships at plant 
level ensure the level of quality and service 
is maintained.”

GROWING MARKETS
White learned about the campaign through 
LinkedIn and was impressed to see the 
leadership behind it, particularly the unity 
presented by the Big 6 firms.

“I can’t say I’ve seen a campaign like this 
before,” White says. “It’s been a traditional 
thing in our industry that we’ve been very 
individualistic rather than looking at the 
bigger picture of the sector as a whole. 

“It’s a very healthy sign for the industry in 
general that we can come together on a 
project like this. I think it’s been a long time 

“It’s a very healthy 
sign for the industry 
that we can come 
together on a project 
like this. I hope it’s 
not the last time.”

Above: Footers Structural Timber is a major fabricator of SA roof and floor trusses, in addition to selling timber and related product to the building trade.

coming and I hope it’s not the last time it 
happens. One of our biggest enemies in 
domestic housing is steel and they’ve got 
major companies like BHP with very deep 
pockets who can fund the steel case for 
everyone. That’s given them the upper hand 
on the marketing side for a while. Hopefully, 
this is a sign that we can present ourselves 
as a united industry and grow our share of 
the market across Australia, both through 
this crisis and long after.”

He points out that fabricators, suppliers, 
hardware stores and even specifiers are the 
natural targets for the campaign. “Timber is 
a critical structural product for building 
houses in this country, but the vast majority 
of what we sell gets covered up by the 
builder and the end user,” says White. 

“They’re not focused a lot on where the 
timber comes from, they just want to know 
it’s of a quality and a grade that is suitable to 
meet the requirements of the project and 
then they move on. It’s up to us to educate 

them about what Australian product means 
in terms of both the product benefits and 
the flow-on benefits to the wider economy. 
All the ads tell us that we’re all in this 
together. The way we can help those who 
are struggling at the moment is to keep as 
many jobs as we can in Australia so that 
people have money coming in to aid and 
speed up the recovery.”

White is focused on getting through the 
crisis, but he’s very realistic about where 
things are currently sitting. There’s been a 
downturn in workload and the Footers’ team 
is juggling responsibilities as never before. 

“I think that by and large we’ve been 
very successful at keeping staff,” he says. 
“We’ve made a conscious effort to reduce 
people’s hours throughout the firm where 
needed rather than just lose people, 
because the world’s going to come back 
and need housing again, and if we’ve got to 
completely retrain a workforce because we 
lost everybody, we’re going to be very slow 
to bounce back. 

“Our loss of staff has been very minimal 
so far. Certainly people want more hours! 
But hopefully, with government incentives 
and the jobs we have coming down the 
pipeline, we’ll be well placed to bounce back 
quickly from all this.” 

For more details or to add your 
support to the campaign, visit  
www.buyaussietimberfirst.com.au,  
or visit www.tabma.com.au, www.
mcmframes.com.au, and www.
footers.com.au
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Standard changes
An overview of the key proposed AS 1684 series amendments 2020.

IN THE FRAME
By Craig Kay, national product engineer, Tilling

AS 1684 Residential Timber Framed 
Construction, also commonly 

referred to as the Timber Framing Code, 
is the principal Australian Standard 
covering design criteria, building practices, 
tie-downs, bracing and span tables for 
timber framing members. 

The AS 1684 Parts 2 and 3 released in 
2010 have been the subject of a recent 
review, and a draft of the standard including 
the proposed amendments was placed on 
public review on 1 April 2020, with 
comments closing on 3 June 2020.

Parts 2 and 3 both cover design and 
construction details for non-cyclonic (N) and 
cyclonic (C) areas respectively. Four wind 
classifications are covered in Part 2, 

course with the note: “Fix in accordance 
with AS 1684.”  
   Prior to this amendment, AS 1684 did 
not provide fixing guidance for tie-downs 
to masonry walls. 

3. Sheet bracing capacities in Table 8.18 
have been reformatted to change the 
default frame joint strength to JD5 in 
lieu of JD4. This amendment reflects the 
fact that most common MGP 10 available 
in the market contains heart-in material 
and thus places it in the JD5 joint group, 
requiring a 12.5% reduction in capacity 
by the standard. At first glance, it may 
appear to users of these tables that 
sheet bracing capacities have simply 
been reduced. P
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including N1, N2, N3 and N4. For Part 3, C1, 
C2 and C3 are covered. 

The amendments contained within these 
drafts may be subject to change but the 
amendments to date are:
1. Connection details of 45mm roof 

battens have been added. This 
amendment now provides tie-down 
capacities for 45mm roof battens 
commonly used by industry.

2. Connection details for fixing a timber 
roof frame to masonry wall 
construction. This data was made 
necessary because AS 4773.1 now 
shows and gives a capacity to a tie-down 
strap embedded in the masonry with it 
disappearing upwards above the top 
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For more information on this topic, contact Craig Kay and the Tilling engineers via email at techsupport@tilling.com.au

STAY ON THE PULSE
From new products and techniques to industry issues and 
campaigns, keep up to date with what’s happening in the 
timber world with a subscription to TimberTrader News.

AUSTRALIA’S MOST RELEVANT AND WELL-LOVED TIMBER INDUSTRY MAGAZINE

TimberTrader News is the industry’s top resource, including sector 
news, profi les on industry personalities and in-depth features.
12 month subscription is only A$99 or A$120 for NZ subscribers. 

www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe or phone on (02) 9439 1955

   Under this amendment, any practitioner 
who is designing with framing with a JD4 
joint group (MGP 10 with heart excluded 
and MGP12 or above) can increase the 
tabled value by the 12.5%, thus 
maintaining the status quo.

4. Notch and hole requirements for 
studs. The existing standard did not 
distinguish between load bearing and 
non-load bearing walls when considering 
holes and notches. Designers will 
appreciate this section being split into 
loadbearing and non-load bearing walls, 
with larger holes and notches now 
accepted in studs that do not support 
roof or fl oor loads.

5. Flooring and decking. Industry 
perception is that the current provisions 
with the standard contained some errors, 
and also ambiguity surrounding the 
application of solid timber fl ooring on 
different substructures.
   This part of the standard has been 
extensively reworked to refl ect current 
research and experience which is able 
to provide for a quieter and more 
robust fl oor.

The list above is simply a snapshot of a 
small portion of the proposed changes 
designed to whet the appetite of users of 
AS 1684 to research what the revisions may 
mean for a project that they are considering. 

Standards by their nature attempt to catch 
up with industry innovation rather than lead 
it. A standard only refl ects current best 
practice to the extent that industry 
members involve themselves in keeping 
the standards current. 

Any new items within these documents 
are draft only. Until such time that this new 
standard is fi nally published, any referencing 
to them should be made with caution.

It is a common misconception that an 
Australian Standard, despite possibly being 
bound in a yellow cover with a title that 
includes the word “Standard”, possesses 
some regulatory authority on its own. 
Unless that standard is referenced by 
legislation, regulations that accompany 
legislation, a legally enforceable contract or 
similar, it has little legal authority.

WHAT MAKES THIS STANDARD 
DIFFERENT?
The NCC is Australia’s primary set of 
technical design and construction provisions 
for buildings. As a performance-based code, 
it sets the minimum required level for the 
safety, health, amenity, accessibility and 
sustainability of certain buildings. It primarily 
applies to the design and construction of 
new buildings. 

While there are three (3) volumes of the 
NCC, only NCC volume 2, which primarily 
covers the design and construction of 
smaller scale buildings including houses, 
small sheds, carports and some associated 

structures has been discussed here.
Compliance with the NCC is achieved by 

complying with:
1.   The governing requirements of the NCC; 

and
2.  The performance requirements.

It is via the performance requirements of 
the NCC that the AS 1684 series of 
Australian Standards is prescribed in 
Schedule 4 Table 1 as a Reference 
Document, and thus gains the status of a 
“deemed to satisfy Solution”. 

This document is therefore fundamental 
to the domestic building industry and all 
building practitioners operating within this 
space should have an intimate knowledge of 
the requirements contained within. Building 
Surveyors will use relevant documentation 
and mandated inspections before providing 
certifi cation that the structure is built 
according to this standard. 
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Any new items within these documents are draft 
only. Until such time that this new standard is 
fi nally published, any referencing to them 
should be made with caution.
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FTMA  
NEWSLETTER
with Kersten Gentle

It is becoming clearer by the day that the 
risks associated with Covid-19 are not 

going away any time soon. As I am writing 
this article, Victoria has just announced new 
lockdowns for the next six weeks, and the 
border with NSW has been closed after 
weeks of double- and triple-digit new cases.

These figures are nothing compared to 
what is happening overseas, however, for 
our country they are concerning. If the 
numbers continue, we may see further 
restrictions put in place, which of course 
affects the economy and people’s 
confidence in investing in new housing.

We cannot control these new cases; all 
we can do is make sure we remain safe and 
most importantly your business remains 
Covid-19 free.

The response from fabricators in 
implementing their Pandemic Plan has been 
exceptional, however, constant 
communication is the key to ensuring 
people do not become complacent.

FTMA strongly suggests that fabricators 
hold regular toolbox meetings with all your 
employees to remind them of your 
Pandemic Plan (which you should all have).

The Toolbox meeting should be held in an 
open space and/or broken into smaller 
groups to avoid close contact. You should 
also ensure the toolbox meeting is 
documented for your records and the 
meeting should cover off on the following: 
• physical distancing
• hygiene practices such as handwashing 

and hand sanitiser use
• restriction of visitors
• no sharing of desks
• additional cleaning measures are put in 

place before work, during the day and 
after work where necessary

Keeping going
As the pandemic goes on, employers have key roles.

• Employees are reminded not to come to 
work if they have any symptoms or have 
been in contact with anyone who is a 
confirmed case

• Remind all employees of your respective 
State’s Guidelines as every state is 
different and even though it should be 
common sense to follow the laws, we 
must unfortunately remember there is 
nothing common about common sense

• Employees all need to understand that if 
one person tests positive then the 
workplace will need to be shut down 
until all employees are tested and the 
business is thoroughly cleaned by 
professionals.

• If you have a temperature radar, then all 
employees should have their temperature 
checked before entering the building 
every morning and data recorded.

You should also ensure you give assurances 
to all your customers that your business has 
put in place additional measures to ensure 
they meet the necessary health measures.

HOMEBUILDER GRANT, SCHEMES 
& INCENTIVES
The Federal Government’s Homebuilder 
stimulus, which was announced a couple of 
weeks ago, is designed to complement the 
first homeowner grants and schemes 
already available in each state and territory. 
So, we did some investigating for you to 
look at what different schemes are exactly 
available in each state and territory.

All states and territories have a First 
Home Owner Grant; however, they all vary 
when it comes to what that grant entails. In 
addition to the first home owner grants, 
most regions have stamp duty exemptions.
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For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

AUTOBUILD NEWS

 Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
 Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
 Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
 Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777    Fax: (03) 9701 2677

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer

DISTRIBUTORS OF: 

F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood

Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood

Supalam17 up to 7.2m
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During the pandemic, more schemes and 
incentives were introduced as well to boost 
the economy. FTMA has outlined all the 
current schemes and benefits for each State 
and Territory as of the 29th June which you 
can view at https://ftmanews.com/
homebuilder-grant-schemes-incentives/

FTMA Australia believes this program did 
not go far enough and that the threshold for 
a House & Land Package should be 
increased beyond the $750,000 by at least 
$200,000. I was shocked last week (25th 

June) that only Tasmania had signed up to 
the program and that the other states and 
territories had not signed up yet and given 
the time constraints around the 
HomeBuilder program this needs to happen 
immediately. 

COVID ASSISTANCE
Remember, if you have a confirmed case it 
could potentially result in your business 
closing for two weeks which is something 
none of us want to see happen.

If any fabricator or FTMA Member still 
requires hand sanitiser, as you will need this 
in your business for many months to come, 
please contact me or your nail plate provider 
who will be able to assist.
If you need assistance with your toolbox 
meetings or any of the information above, 
please give me a call on 0418 226 242 or go 
to the FTMA News website to view the 
important Covid-19 resources we have 
already provided you. 

Kersten Gentle
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TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

Imagine a dog bookshop:
Self Help section
• Catch 22 (Then get owner to throw 

another 22) 
• Great Expectations – Why are they so 

often dashed at dinner time?
• To Kill a Mockingbird (And strategies for 

similar bird species)
• Catcher in the Rye – Catch anywhere is 

good 
• Lord of the Flies – How to catch those 

pesky things.

Fiction Section
• Lassie
• The Handmaid’s Tail
• The Lord of the Rings (and other tug-toys)
• 101 Dalmatians
• Marley and Me
• Cujo
• The Canterbury Tails
Get the ‘tails’ joke??? Boom-tish.

So, what would a timber fabricator’s 
bookshop look like? I can’t see the fiction 
shelves being particularly packed, but the 
self-help section might have some 
interesting reading. In my fantasies, I 
imagine a collection of Pauls’ TrussTalk 
greatest hits. I would be on the cover, 
heroically staring at a lump of LVL.

Let’s browse that book, and we might 
come across the following section…

How to Make Money by Stealing Market 
from the Concrete Industry
Concrete slabs on ground are the dominant 
form of ground floor construction in all 
states in Australia. Bizarrely enough, that is 
not because a concrete slab on ground is 
cheaper. It’s not even for historical reasons, 
because if you go back 40 years, most 

By the book
ground floors had traditional suspended 
timber on an 1800 grid. 

But now, in some states, up to 95% of 
ground floors are slab on ground. So, what 
happened?

The fundamental answer is that builders 
got lazy! A suspended timber floor requires 
excavation, reinforced strip footings, 
subfloor brick and piers, timber floor and 
timber flooring. So that’s four trade cycles 
for the builder to coordinate to get to 
finished floor level. Every trade introduces 
more paperwork and more potential for 
delays and stuff ups. 

So, your modern mass market builder, 
who is more a paper pusher and a financier 
than a hands-on type, finds it so much 
easier to engage a single trade – the 
concretor – to deliver the floor.

But concrete slabs aren’t without their 
own difficulties. They mean a lot of cut/fill 
and retaining walls on sloping sites, long 
wet weather delays, formwork, huge 
additional costs on reactive clays (which is 
an awful lot of our major cities) plus all the 
multiple and wonderful ways that concretors 
manage to stuff up. It also costs a fortune 
and, on the environmental side, if the 
cement industry were a country, it would be 
the third-largest C02 emitter in the world, 
behind China and the US.

Imagine a brave new world where we use 
piers supporting a suspended timber floor 
and a separate strip footing for brick veneer 
so that the bricklayer only has to come once 
(if there is brick veneer). In-ground time and 
risk are both vastly reduced.

Screw-piers – or the proprietary ‘Surefoot’ 
system – are rapid, modern footing systems. 
I can imagine a world where a fabricator 
such as you teams up with a footing installer 
to provide a complete construction package 

that eliminates the concretor all together! 
Hey, you might even start a section of your 
company to do the footings yourself – I’ll 
give you the drum – it’s a simpler industry 
than the truss and frame business. 

The subfloor piers can be simple and rapid 
adjustable systems like ‘Unipiers’ or the 
most excellent ‘Ezipiers’ or equivalent. 

And then we should be using longer span 
engineered timber floors, which give 
massive savings on footings and reductions 
in construction time. 

Any why not go the whole hog and supply 
the floor as a cassette system?

With your guaranteed quality and reduced 
times on sites, there are lots of 
opportunities for additional frame and truss 
value-add: pre-cutting holes for plumbers, 
pre-installing plumbing pipes, fittings or 
shower bases, pre-fitting waterproof flooring 
and linings, etc.

In this future, you have made money by 
stealing market from the concrete industry! 

The Forest and Wood Products 
Association has put in a lot of the leg work 
in this area. I strongly recommend you go to 
their website and bone up. There is money 
just waiting to be made!

As we resume normal services after reading 
from Paul’s book, and speaking of bones, 
what does a dog bookshop’s Food Section 
contain?
• Who Moved my Cheese?
• Rich Dad, Poor Dad – They taste the same.
• Gone with the Wind – And other all-meat 

recipes to increase flatulence. 
• How to Win Friends and Eat People.
• For Whom the Bell Tolls – It’s dinner time!
• The Great Gutsby
• Animal Farm – And other places to get a 

good feed 

In the imaginary Fabricators’ Bookshop, there’s real advice.
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